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	Discover the most prevalent cyber threats against individual users of all kinds of computing devices. This book teaches you the defensive best practices and state-of-the-art tools available to you to repel each kind of threat.


	Personal Cybersecurity addresses the needs of individual users at work and at home. This book covers personal cybersecurity for all modes of personal computing whether on consumer-acquired or company-issued devices: desktop PCs, laptops, mobile devices, smart TVs, WiFi and Bluetooth peripherals, and IoT objects embedded with network-connected sensors. In all these modes, the frequency, intensity, and sophistication of cyberattacks that put individual users at risk are increasing in step with accelerating mutation rates of malware and cybercriminal delivery systems.


	Traditional anti-virus software and personal firewalls no longer suffice to guarantee personal security. Users who neglect to learn and adopt the new ways of protecting themselves in their work and private environments put themselves, their associates, and their companies at risk of inconvenience, violation, reputational damage, data corruption, data theft, system degradation, system destruction, financial harm, and criminal disaster. This book shows what actions to take to limit the harm and recover from the damage.


	Instead of laying down a code of "thou shalt not" rules that admit of too many exceptions and contingencies to be of much practical use, cloud expert Marvin Waschke equips you with the battlefield intelligence, strategic understanding, survival training, and proven tools you need to intelligently assess the security threats in your environment and most effectively secure yourself from attacks. Through instructive examples and scenarios, the author shows you how to adapt and apply best practices to your own particular circumstances, how to automate and routinize your personal cybersecurity, how to recognize security breaches and act swiftly to seal them, and how to recover losses and restore functionality when attacks succeed.


	What You'll Learn

	
		Discover how computer security works and what it can protect us from
	
		See how a typical hacker attack works
	
		Evaluate computer security threats to the individual user and corporate systems
	
		Identify the critical vulnerabilities of a computer connected to the Internet
	
		Manage your computer to reduce vulnerabilities to yourself and your employer
	
		Discover how the adoption of newer forms of biometric authentication affects you
	
		Stop your router and other online devices from being co-opted into disruptive denial of service attacks



	Who This Book Is For




	Proficient and technically knowledgeable computer users who are anxious about cybercrime and want to understand the technology behind both attack and defense but do not want to go so far as to become security experts. Some of this audience will be purely home users, but many will be executives, technical managers, developers, and members of IT departments who need to adopt personal practices for their own safety and the protection of corporate systems. Many will want to impart good cybersecurity practices to their colleagues. IT departments tasked with indoctrinating their users with good safety practices may use the book as training material.
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Podcasting: Do It Yourself GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
It's your show, and you can do what you want
Got something to tell the world?  Want unlimited listening options? Podcasting makes it happen. It's the hottest communication trend of the twenty-first century, and one of the first guys to jump on board is ready to get you started. Todd helps you choose software, subscribe to the best podcasts,...
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Software Systems Principles: A Survey (SRA computer science series)Science Research Associates, 1975

	Some type of software system is an integral part of almost any computer-

	based information processing system. While many books describing some

	aspects of software systems are available, few, if any, take an approach

	sufficiently broad to include all the topics of importance to understanding

	the design and operation of such...
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The The Lumbar Spine: Official Publication of the International Society for the Study of the Lumbar SpineLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004
The official publication of the International Society for the Study of the Lumbar Spine, this volume is the most authoritative and up-to-date reference on the lumbar spine. This edition provides more balance between basic science and clinical material and has been completely reorganized for easy reference. New chapters cover gene therapy, outcomes...
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CCENT Cisco Certified Entry Networking Technician Study Guide (Exam 640-822) (Study Guide Book & CD)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Expert exam prep from leading Cisco authority Todd Lammle
 Start your preparation here for Cisco's new CCENT entry-level networking certification, your entry point into Cisco's popular CCNA certification track. This comprehensive study guide from leading Cisco authority Todd Lammle thoroughly prepares you for the...
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QoS and QoE Management in UMTS Cellular SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This comprehensive volume provides state-of-the art guidance on Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of end-user Experience (QoE) management in UMTS cellular systems, tackling planning, provisioning, monitoring and optimisation issues in a single accessible resource. In addition, a detailed discussion is provided on service applications, QoS...
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Affect and Emotion in Human-Computer Interaction: From Theory to Applications (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
Affect and emotion play an important role in our everyday lives: They are present whatever we do, wherever we are, and wherever we go, without us being aware of them for much of the time. When it comes to interaction, be it with humans, technology, or humans via technology, we suddenly become more aware of emotion, either by seeing the...
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